Abstract.
Introduction. Let E" denote Euclidean n dimensional space, Bn a closed, origin centered ball of radius b in E", and 6(73") the metric space of all nonempty compact subsets of BH with the Hausdorff topology. We consider the generalized differential equation (1) x
(t) E R(x(t)), x(0) = x° E E" (x(t) = dx(t)/dt)
where R:En->Q(Bn) is continuous. A solution of equation (1) is an absolutely continuous function <p such that <p(t)ER(<p(t)) for almost all t in some neighborhood of zero, <j>(0) =x°; a classical solution of equation (1) is a continuously differentiable function <p with <p(0) =x°a nd <j>(t) ER(<t>(t)) for t in some neighborhood of zero.
If 7? has convex values, the existence of classical solutions of equation (1) may be shown in many ways, see [l] or [2] . Filippov, [3] , proves the existence of a solution in the nonautonomous case when the right side is continuous in t and x and satisfies a Lipschitz condition of the form h(R(t, x), R(t, x')) ^k(t)\x-x'\ where h denotes the Hausdorff metric and k(-) is summable. This result can easily be derived by use of a fixed point technique for set valued mappings, see [4] . Filippov also obtains the existence of a classical solution with an additional condition, which is automatically satisfied for the auton-[August omous equation. In the present paper the Lipschitz condition is removed and replaced by a weaker condition involving the variation of the set valued map R. We show that if R is of bounded variation, a classical solution of equation (1) exists, while under a weaker condition, termed Property A, a solution is shown to exist. The above-mentioned conditions are pertinent to the question of when a continuous map Q: [0, t\-><5(B") admits a continuous selection, i.e. a continuous map q: [0, 2"]->En with q(t)EQ(t) for all t. It is shown that if Q is of bounded variation, a continuous selection exists. A special case of this is if Q is Lipschitzian in the Hausdorff metric, say with Lipschitz constant k, then one may show Q admits a Lipschitz continuous selection q, also with Lipschitz constant k. These results depend upon the domain of Q being the real line, i.e. they are not true, for example, for mappings R:E3-»C(j33), see [2] .
The following question also naturally arises. Given an equicon- (0) for /<0 so that V',-a(R(x(-))) is defined for t -<r<0. This convention will be assumed throughout, when necessary.)
Remarks. 1. It is clearly possible that the variation Vtl_<,(Q) is unbounded for some t, yet Vl-a(Q)E£i-For example, consider the special case of Q a point valued function
It is well known that q is not of bounded variation in [0, l], yet a simple computation using the property that for t¿¿l,
3. Let7?:£'l->eCBri)continuouslyandletS= {yEEn: \y-x"\ èbT}.
We define the variation of R in S, denoted V(R, S), as follows. Let X be any finite collection of points y1, ■ ■ ■ , yk+1 in S such that We are now in a position to prove conclusion (a) of Theorem 1. If R is of bounded variation, it follows from Remark 3 that {r'(-)} is a bounded equicontinuous sequence in C[0, T]. Indeed, given any €>0, choose i* sufficiently large so that i'Sii* implies 4ej<e/2; now choose 5>0 such that for 0^(T<S, F,'_, R(x(-)) <e/2 uniformly for xECt[0, T]. Then from (iii), above, it follows that if i^i*, \t -1'\ <d then | r'(t)-rl(t')\ <e, as desired. Thus {r*} has a uniformly convergent subsequence {rik( ■ )} which converges, say, to r. Then {«**(•)} has a uniformly convergent subsequence, say converging to x £G[0, T]. From (ii) we see r(t)ER(x(t)), since R(x(t)) is closed, while taking a limit in equation (2) gives x(t) =x°-\-f0 r(r) dr. Thus x(t) =r(t)ER(x(t)), for all t; x(0) =xa, showing x is a classical solution of (1).
To obtain conclusion (b) of Theorem 1, if 7? satisfies Property A we find from (iii) that f | r\l) -r*(t -c) | dt g 4í;r + f vL(R(x*(-))) dt.
•
Now given any e>0 we can use Property A to choose a <ro>0 such T]. From (ii) vseseer(t)ER(x(t)) almost everywhere, while taking a limit in equation (2) gives x(t) =x0-\-fl0 r(r) dr or x(t) =r(t)ER(x(t)) almost everywhere, x(0) =x°, showing that x is a solution (not necessarily a classical solution) of equation (1).
Continuous selections for continuous maps Q: [0, T\-^Q(Bn).
Much recent work, [7] , [8] Thus {rk\ is equicontinuous, bounded, and now has a subsequence converging uniformly to, say, r£C[0,
7"] and r satisfies |r(/)-r(t')\ K~\t -1'\. Again, from (i), we conclude r(t)EQ(t) and r is the desired selection.
